INTRODUCTION
Delaware has long been the dominant state for attracting business incorporations. In the past, companies often chose Delaware because of its excellent, clear corporate law, and its expert courts. However, our recent paper showed in detail that Delaware corporate law and its courts' decisions interpreting it have substantially declined in quality over recent decades.
1 For example, Delaware's protections from legal liability for officers and directors under the business judgment rule have become weaker and more indefinite. 2 Our challenge to the quality of Delaware corporate law has received much attention, including at a symposium dedicated to the topic. 3 The paper has certainly struck a nerve in Delaware, which depends economically on businesses continuing to choose to incorporate there. In fact, a leading Delaware judge has written a spirited response to our research. 4 However, despite the decline in quality of Delaware's law, the rate at which businesses incorporate in Delaware has not fallen. Delaware is still as dominant as ever. How can this be? Why do businesses continue to choose Delaware's inferior law?
This Article provides an important new solution to the puzzle by considering the rational ignorance of both lawyers and investors. First, we focus on the lawyers who advise businesses on where to incorporate. Experienced corporate lawyers are typically familiar with the law of only two states: Delaware and their home state. They rationally learn only these two states' laws, as Delaware's dominance means that they will rarely encounter issues under other states' corporate laws. Likewise, because of Delaware's dominance, Delaware corporate law is at the center of both casebooks and teaching at law schools.
In addition, lawyers who typically advise businesses on where to incorporate tend not to be experts in the law of mergers and acquisitions, the area in which the defects in Delaware's law are most severe.
Likewise, Delaware is chosen because of the ignorance of investors. Because so many corporations are incorporated in Delaware-especially most large ones-many investors are familiar only with Delaware corporate law and with businesses that are incorporated there. Even if other states' laws are superior, investors prefer incorporation in familiar Delaware.
If our bounded rationality hypothesis is true, an inevitable cycle emerges. Because so many businesses are incorporated in Delaware, law schools, casebook writers, lawyers, and investors focus on teaching and learning Delaware corporate law. Lawyers, because they are unfamiliar with other states' laws, then advise their clients to incorporate in Delaware. The cycle can continue even if Delaware law is inferior to the laws of other states.
To test our hypothesis, we report the results of a survey that we submitted to hundreds of lawyers who had represented issuers and underwriters 5 in initial public offerings (IPOs). The survey asked both about the lawyers' advice to their clients on where to incorporate and about the general reasons for such advice. In addition, we analyze data on thousands of companies that have engaged in IPOs.
The results suggest that an important factor influencing the choice of the state of incorporation is the ignorance of lawyers and investors about the corporate law of states other than Delaware. The survey shows that lawyers are generally ignorant of the law of jurisdictions other than their home state and Delaware. For example, a large majority of the lawyers who responded to the survey confirmed, "I don't recommend incorporation in states other than Delaware or my state because I am relatively unfamiliar with the details of the laws and courts of these other states."
Likewise, the results show that companies incorporate in Delaware because of investors' ignorance of other states' laws: lawyers believe that investors prefer Delaware incorporation because Delaware's law is the only corporate law that investors know. Almost all of the survey respondents agreed that, "Delaware is a better place than my state to incorporate for public companies because investors are more familiar with Delaware law." As with lawyers, investors are rational not to know about any other state's laws because relatively few businesses are incorporated in other states.
Lawyers' and investors' rational ignorance of other states' laws could cause businesses to continue to incorporate in Delaware indefinitely, even if other states' laws are superior. This rational ignorance creates a sturdy barrier to entry for other states.
Companies' continued selection of inferior Delaware law causes harms and inefficiencies. For example, because of Delaware's uneven enforcement of the business judgment rule to protect corporate officers and directors, corporate leaders may fear lawsuits and liability. They may refrain from making [Vol. 2 the risky decisions that both produce the best products and services for consumers and maximize value for shareholders. As noted by Delaware's former Chancellor William Allen, "By intruding on the protected space that the business judgment rule accords such decisions, courts create disincentives for businesses to engage in the risk-taking that is fundamental to a capitalist economy. Such intrusiveness also prolongs litigation without offsetting social utility." 6 In addition, because of Delaware's persistent dominance, corporations will continue to pay higher Delaware taxes, rather than the lower taxes in other states. This harms shareholders, the consumers who may eventually absorb the taxes, and the other state governments that do not receive the taxes. The amounts at stake are large. In 2009, Delaware collected $767 million in business-entity taxes and fees, an amount that represented 25% of the state's general fund.
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In addition, the unnecessary litigation from Delaware's unclear law will enrich Delaware's lawyers at the expense not only of shareholders, but also of consumers, onto whom the litigation costs may be passed.
We proceed as follows. 8 Part I describes the puzzle of Delaware's continued dominance despite its declining quality. Part II offers our proposed solution, focusing on the rational ignorance of lawyers and investors. Parts III and IV report both the results of our survey of lawyers and the analysis of our IPO data. We then conclude.
I. THE PUZZLE: DECLINING QUALITY, CONTINUED DOMINANCE
For nearly a century, Delaware has been dominant in attracting business incorporations.
9 Unlike the practice in many other countries, U.S. states can compete to attract incorporations. 10 All U.S. states follow the English choice-of-law doctrine, the "Internal Affairs Rule." The doctrine applies the law of the incorporating jurisdiction to the governance of the corporation, regardless of the location of the corporation's headquarters or operations. A company that incorporates in Delaware will be governed by Delaware law even if all of its operations and sales are in Arizona. This contrasts with Europe's "Real Seat Rule," which requires incorporation at the location of the corporation's headquarters.
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When New Jersey, the first-mover in the American chartering competition, relinquished its advantage in a misguided movement at law reform in 1911, Delaware became the favored state for incorporation. 12 During the period from 1996-2000, 58% of all publicly held firms and 59% of Fortune 500 Industrial firms were incorporated in Delaware. 13 During the period from 1978-2000, 56% of all IPOs involved Delaware corporations.
14 Delaware's share of IPOs listed on the New York Stock Exchange increased during the 1990s, a period of enormous growth in the number of companies (mostly high-tech) going public, reaching 73-77% during parts of that decade.
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Among the traditional reasons that many businesses incorporated in Delaware were its "flexible corporate code, the responsiveness of its legislature, the wealth of legal precedent, its efficient and knowledgeable court system, and its business-like Secretary of State's Office." 16 Delaware's state government highlights these purported advantages repeatedly in its marketing materials. 17 This dominance is puzzling. Our recent research has shown that, during recent decades, the quality of Delaware corporate law has declined substantially. 18 Its corporate code, legal precedent, and court system are no longer superior. Delaware law has become increasingly indeterminate, especially because it no longer provides reliable protections for officers' and directors' Businesses choose Delaware not for one single reason, but because we provide a complete package of incorporations services. The Delaware General Corporation Law is the most advanced and flexible business formation statute in the nation. The Delaware Court of Chancery is a unique 215 year old business court that has written most of the modern U.S. corporation case law. Delaware's State Government is business-friendly and accessible. Our Division of Corporation is a model state-of-the-art efficiency and our staff provides prompt, friendly and professional service to clients, attorneys, registered agents and others. These factors have all contributed to making Delaware a premier legal home to companies around the world. 21 The categories into which transactions can be placed, with different consequences for burdens of proof and standards of judicial review, have proliferated. Business planning for Delaware corporations is now perilous because it is difficult to predict the category into which the courts will place a given transaction. This proliferation of standards and unclear rules has caused confusion even for Delaware's expert courts, as evidenced by the Delaware Supreme Court's high reversal rate on appeals from the Court of Chancery.
22 If Delaware's courts themselves appear unsure of the right rules to apply, businesses cannot be expected to navigate the law's requirements successfully.
Despite the decline in the quality of Delaware's law, companies overwhelmingly continue to choose Delaware as their state of incorporation. They do this even though Delaware's fees for forming new entities are much higher than those of other states. 23 Delaware's large share of incorporations has not merely continued, but has actually increased. In 2005, more than 70% of all public offerings on U.S. exchanges were incorporated in Delaware. 24 In 2009, during the severe economic downturn, over 73% of all new U.S. IPOs were domiciled in Delaware. 25 By 2009, the fraction of Fortune 500 companies with Delaware incorporations had increased to 63%, 26 up 4% from a decade earlier.
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But why would businesses continue to choose Delaware's inferior, overpriced law? The easy response is that Delaware's continued dominance might be the result of the market power that a party with a dominant market position enjoys. 28 Parties with dominant market positions, such as Microsoft in the operating system market, can maintain market share for decades even if new competitors are offering better goods and services. But this answer 19 See id. at 11-25. 20 fails to unpack this black box and offer explanations for why, in this market, Delaware's market power persists, and why Delaware's high market share permits it to continue to dominate even after the quality of its law has declined.
For a solution to this puzzle, we explore the rational ignorance of lawyers and investors.
II. A PROPOSED SOLUTION TO THE PUZZLE: THE RATIONAL IGNORANCE OF LAWYERS AND INVESTORS
The rest of this Article focuses on two groups with great influence on a business's choice of incorporation: the lawyers who advise the business and the investors to whom the business hopes to sell its stock and bonds. We show that both groups will rationally remain ignorant about the corporate law of states other than Delaware. Further, both groups will continue to prefer incorporation in Delaware, regardless of whether Delaware's law has declined in quality.
A. Lawyer Ignorance
Often, it is not a company's business leaders who choose the state of incorporation. Instead, it may be lawyers: either the lawyers for the underwriter that is helping the company sell its securities or the lawyers for the company itself. 29 As legal experts, lawyers would be expected to know more than businesspeople about the relative quality of different states' corporate law. So a company's business leaders often delegate the decision of where to incorporate to the attorneys.
Our hypothesis is that when lawyers advise their business about selecting the state of incorporation, the lawyers suffer from bounded rationality: they are rationally unfamiliar with the laws of all but a few states. That is, they choose either Delaware or their home state not because those states have better law, but because the lawyers know little about the laws of other states.
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Lawyers are familiar only with the law of Delaware and their home state because those are the only states' laws that they learned in law school. In corporations courses, law schools generally teach only Delaware law and perhaps the law of the state where the school is located. Law schools recognize that all students need to be familiar with Delaware law because most publicly held corporations incorporate there. In addition, some lower-ranked schools may also teach their local state's law because they know that many of their students may end up practicing in that state.
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However, many top-ranked law schools do not teach the specific corporate laws of states where the schools are located. 31 Recognizing that their students will practice in many different states, the schools teach only Delaware law and perhaps the Model Business Corporation Act ("Model Act").
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The Model Act is a model statute that has served as the basis for the corporate statutes of many states.
However, instruction in the Model Act does not provide familiarity with any state's specific law. Although there is some uniformity among the laws of those states using the Model Act as the basis for their statutes, there are also many large and small differences due to local innovations. 33 Familiarity with the Model Act is insufficient to provide the necessary working familiarity with the law of any specific state that has adopted it. Apart from Delaware law, if lawyers who graduate from top-ranked schools are to learn the corporate laws of the states where they eventually practice, they must learn it on their own, after law school.
Moreover, law school instruction in the Model Act teaches little about the law of several large commercial states, where many corporate lawyers practice. For example, the Model Act varies substantially from the corporate law of California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. 34 Thus, most lawyers from top-ranked law schools who practice in these states have received no law school training in these states' corporate laws; instead, they studied only Delaware law and perhaps the very different Model Act. It is no wonder then that companies that begin in these states tend to incorporate in Delaware as they grow. Although the lawyers for these companies learned about Delaware law in law school, law school taught them little about the companies' home-state laws.
Reinforcing the dominance of Delaware law in law school instruction is the focus on Delaware law in most casebooks. Casebooks tend to contain far more Delaware cases than cases from any other state. 35 Again, the focus on Delaware law is rational for casebook authors. Because more businesses are incorporated in Delaware than anywhere else, it makes sense for the authors to focus on Delaware's law.
One other characteristic of law school education may predispose lawyers to ignore Delaware's defects. The typical law school curriculum tends to focus on the areas where Delaware law is best, not on the areas where it is 31 See infra text accompanying note 38. 32 worst. Delaware's greatest defects are in its law governing directors' decisions regarding mergers and acquisitions. 36 For example, we have previously argued that the Model Act benefits from a series of safe harbors that provide far more certainty than Delaware law in critical areas. 37 However, most law school classes on corporations provide little information on such corporate combinations. Instead, they focus on more basic issues of how the corporation is formed and how it operates.
The backgrounds of securities lawyers may predispose them even further to favor Delaware for incorporation. Recall that, unlike some lowerranked law schools, top-ranked law schools tend to teach only Delaware law and the Model Act. Moreover, because the stakes in IPOs are so large and because securities law is so intricate, lawyers who represent issuers and underwriters disproportionately have studied at top-ranked law schools. 38 Thus, many of the lawyers advising corporations on IPOs (which are often coupled with a decision to reincorporate) have studied the specific law of only one state: Delaware.
It is rational for these lawyers not to be familiar with the law of other states. They simply lack the time and incentives to learn other states' laws. These lawyers must already learn three sets of laws: Delaware law, their home state's law, and federal law. Their focus not only on the laws of Delaware and their home state, but also on the intricacies and complexities of a changing body of federal securities laws, will dissuade them from investing heavily in the nuances of laws in other jurisdictions. It would be irrational for these lawyers to neglect learning about the law that they use daily and instead to learn about other states' laws that they would seldom use.
In addition, lawyers may rationally learn the corporate law of only Delaware and their home state because of network effects. 39 Because so many companies are incorporated in Delaware, any securities lawyer will benefit greatly by learning Delaware law; indeed, it is essential to learn it. An attor- 36 See Carney & Shepherd, supra note 1, at 11-26. 37 See id. at 34. 38 We do not attempt to describe or identify top-ranked law schools here, as there are various ratings that attempt to do that, from U.S. News & World Report to data compiled by Professor Brian Leiter. We only mean to suggest that those schools that draw students broadly from the national market expect them to move largely into high-paying jobs at large corporate law firms that provide the services we describe. Nevertheless, we provide one anecdote, using Id. Some of the remaining lawyers who held degrees from foreign schools also held master's degrees from these top-ranked schools. Id. Aside from public universities in the top twenty schools (Michigan, Virginia, UCLA, and Texas), only four lawyers graduated from state universities that would be more likely to teach local law. Id. We recognize that a sample of one is necessarily biased, and that we chose one of the most selective law firms in the nation for our sample, but we believe it is suggestive. 39 We see then that, if our solution to the puzzle is true, Delaware could maintain its dominance not because its law is superior, but because of network effects and path dependence. Lawyers choose Delaware for incorporation because they learned its law in law school or learned it on their own. Law schools teach Delaware corporate law, or lawyers learn it on their own, because most corporations choose it.
A cycle of mediocrity could roll along. Because so many businesses incorporate in Delaware, law schools teach only Delaware's corporate law. Lawyers, because they know only Delaware law, then advise even more businesses to incorporate there. The cycle's snowballing effect creates a high barrier to entry for new states into the market for incorporations. Regardless of how much better another state's corporate law might be, lawyers are unlikely to recommend incorporation there because they know little about it.
B. Investor Ignorance
Delaware's persistence could also be attributed to investors' unfamiliarity with the laws of states other than Delaware. Even if a business and its lawyers understood that Delaware law was inferior, the business might nonetheless choose Delaware for incorporation if it concluded that investors would feel uncomfortable with incorporation in another state. The business and its lawyers might conclude that incorporation in Delaware would maximize the price of the company's stock because of investors' incorrect belief that Delaware law is best. Uninformed investors might pay more for shares in a Delaware company, even if another state's corporate law was better.
One might think that investors' lawyers would educate their clients about the virtues of the other states' laws. Suppose that we are correct that states other than Delaware have better corporate laws that might increase the profits of businesses incorporated there. Then it might seem natural for investors' lawyers-perhaps even required by their duties of professional responsibility-to educate their clients about the benefits of investing in businesses that were incorporated in these other states.
However, investors' lawyers will probably be unable to provide such advice to their clients because they too will probably be ignorant of the quality of the corporate law of other states. Just like the lawyers advising businesses on where to incorporate, lawyers advising investors will probably know little of the corporate laws of any states except Delaware and their home state. Again, lawyers may not offer a solution to the problem of Delaware's puzzling persistence. They may be much of the cause. 40 See Romano, supra note 29, at 274-75.
III. EVIDENCE FROM OUR SURVEY OF IPO LAWYERS
To test the rational ignorance explanation for Delaware's dominance, we now report the results of a survey that we submitted to hundreds of lawyers who had represented issuers and underwriters in IPOs. The survey asked questions about the lawyers' backgrounds, patterns of incorporation advice, and the reasons for that advice. The answers to these questions permit examination of the influence of lawyers and investors on the choice of the state of incorporation.
After we describe the design of our survey, we explore the results that relate to the rational-ignorance hypothesis and then highlight other results.
A. Survey Design
To choose the lawyers we would contact, we chose a random sample of IPOs from each year from 1991 to 2001. 41 These years represented the highwater mark in the IPO surge at the end of the past century and also a period when Delaware was very dominant in the market for incorporations. 42 We then obtained detailed information on each IPO from the Form S-1, 43 which each issuer in a public offering is required to file with the SEC. 44 We omitted smaller filings on Forms SB-1, SB-2, and Regulation A, because the relatively small size of these IPOs might have introduced biases.
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Among the information in our database about each IPO were the names and addresses of both the lawyer who had represented the issuing company and the lawyer who had represented the underwriter. We wanted to explore whether either lawyer might have influenced the company's decision about where to incorporate.
We created a one-page survey questionnaire that first asked questions about the lawyer's background. The questionnaire then probed the general patterns of the lawyer's advice about choosing a state of incorporation. Finally, we asked about the choice of state of incorporation for the specific IPO in our sample. The questionnaire for the underwriter's counsel is in Appendix A; the instrument for the issuer's attorney was similar. 41 We took a random sample of the IPOs that are included in the comprehensive database that we used for our analysis. See infra Part IV. 42 We sent the questionnaire and a cover letter to 397 lawyers who had represented underwriters and to 502 lawyers who had represented issuers. The smaller number of underwriters' lawyers represents the fact that, compared to the lawyers for issuers, more of the underwriters' lawyers were involved in more than one IPO in our sample; we sent any attorney who had been involved in more than one IPO in our sample only one questionnaire. We received 242 completed questionnaires, 86 from attorneys for underwriters and 156 from attorneys for issuers.
B. Lawyers Choose Delaware Because They Do Not Know Other Law
Following the longstanding historical pattern, the lawyers in our survey overwhelmingly recommended incorporation in Delaware. More than 70% of both underwriters' lawyers and issuers' lawyers advised their client to incorporate in Delaware for the IPO in question. 46 Likewise, 97% of underwriters' lawyers and 83% of issuers' lawyers noted that they generally recommended incorporating in Delaware. 47 The results show that an important reason why the lawyers recommended Delaware was that they were ignorant of the laws of other states. The survey asked whether the following was true: "I don't recommend incorporation in states other than Delaware or my state because I am relatively unfamiliar with the details of the laws and courts of these other states" (emphasis in original). Of the issuers' lawyers, 55% indicated agreement. There was agreement from 75% of underwriters' lawyers. 48 Likewise, the patterns of lawyers' advice indicate that their advice is forcefully constrained by their unfamiliarity with the laws of states other than Delaware and their home state. No lawyer in our survey generally recommended incorporation in a state other than Delaware or the lawyer's home state. This was true even if the potential other state was the home state of the issuing company: 97% of underwriter's lawyers and 95% of issuer's lawyers were not comfortable with incorporating in the issuer's home state, unless the issuer's home state was Delaware or the lawyer's home state.
The only situation in which a substantial number of lawyers generally recommended incorporation in the issuing company's home state was if the issuer's home state happened also to be the lawyer's home state: 13% of issuer's lawyers recommended incorporation in the state where the issuing company was located if it also happened to be the lawyer's home state. 46 See infra Table 1 . This finding coincides with findings from other studies. One study of IPOs during the 1990s peak found the rate of Delaware IPO incorporations to be 73-77%. See Daines, supra note 14, at 1572. 47 See infra Table 2 . 48 See infra Table 4 . Because we found that the jurisdiction had already been chosen for the IPO by the time the matter reached the underwriter (81% of the time), the underwriter's influence is less significant. See infra Table 1. To summarize, regardless of the virtues of other states' laws, lawyers almost never recommend incorporation in these other states. The only states that the lawyers recommend for incorporation were those whose laws the lawyers already know: Delaware or their home state. That lawyers lack a license to practice law in a state other than their home state does not explain this pattern, because non-Delaware lawyers recommending Delaware incorporation are typically not licensed in Delaware.
The results provide support for the bounded rationality, rational ignorance hypothesis. In substantial part because lawyers are unfamiliar with the laws of other states, they advise incorporation in either Delaware or their home state.
The cycle then continues. Because so many lawyers recommend Delaware, the state is dominant. Because of Delaware's dominance, many law schools teach only Delaware corporate law and perhaps some of the local state's law; a school might choose to teach the local state's law if the school places most of its graduates locally rather than in a national market. Likewise, because Delaware law is so dominant, it is rational for lawyers to learn only Delaware law.
Finally, the cycle is completed. Because lawyers learn primarily Delaware law in law school and on their own, their ignorance of other states' laws continues. Knowing only Delaware law, and perhaps some local law, the lawyers are able only to advise their clients to choose to incorporate in Delaware or their home state.
The results should not be interpreted to mean that lawyers who responded to our survey are ignorant or lazy. It would be irrational, if not impossible, for lawyers to devote the substantial time and resources necessary to learn other states' laws, especially because law schools do not teach it. Corporate law is complex and intricate. It includes not only statutes, but also the judicial gloss on those statutes. This judicial gloss is especially important in Delaware, where much of the law has been developed in the judicial decisions interpreting the statutes rather than in the statutes themselves.
In addition, lawyers must be versed in non-statutory areas. Examples are the business judgment rule and the duty of loyalty, which have developed primarily through judicial decisions rather than through legislation.
Instead, it is rational for the lawyers to be familiar with the corporate laws of only a limited number of states. Indeed, for many lawyers, it is rational to learn only Delaware law and the law of their home state. They must learn Delaware law because so many businesses are incorporated there. They must generally know the law of their own jurisdiction because lawyers will inevitably deal with local businesses that are incorporated locally; many businesses initially incorporate in their home state, but then switch to Delaware incorporation when they first sell shares to the public. Delaware's dominance will be maintained even if its corporate law is inferior to other states' laws. Because of path dependence and lawyers' bounded rationality, lawyers will continue to recommend incorporation in Delaware. Aside from their own state's law, it is the only law they know. For each lawyer, Delaware has only to compete with the lawyer's home state, rather than with all fifty jurisdictions. 50 Looked at through another lens, lawyers' bounded rationality benefits Delaware because it creates network externalities. The network externalities arise because Delaware's corporate law has become the standard, and law schools therefore teach it. Accordingly, learning Delaware law is cheaper for lawyers than learning the laws of other states. To learn other states' laws, the lawyers must learn it on their own time, outside law school.
Moreover, because of Delaware's dominance, a lawyer can spread the cost of learning Delaware law over many representations. That is, the cost per representation of learning Delaware law is low. This also means that the return in legal fees of learning Delaware law is high.
In contrast, the cost per representation of learning another state's corporate law is high, and the return in legal fees is low. The lawyer will expect to use the new knowledge only infrequently because most companies are still incorporated in Delaware.
This means that, because there are already so many Delaware incorporations and because so many others recommend Delaware law, it is profit maximizing for new lawyers to learn only Delaware law. Thus, Delaware enjoys the benefits of network effects.
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The market for incorporations is similar to the market for personal computer operating systems, which is considered a prime example of a market where pervasive network effects support the dominance of Microsoft Windows. 52 Because Windows is dominant, it is rational for users and computer professionals to learn only Windows. Similarly, because Delaware corporate law is dominant, it is rational for issuers and legal professionals to learn only Delaware law. This is true regardless of whether Windows or Delaware law is a superior product.
Regardless of what label is placed on it and its impacts-rational ignorance, bounded rationality, or network effects-lawyers' ignorance of the laws of states other than Delaware and their home states creates an imposing barrier to entry for other states to enter the market for incorporations. It would make sense for computer users to switch from Windows to another operating system only if Windows became abysmal. Only then would switching to a new operating system be worth the great costs of learning the new system. Likewise, only if Delaware law becomes utterly defective will it be worthwhile for lawyers to learn another state's law. Only then would the benefits of the new law exceed the large costs of switching, which include conducting a multi-state search for the best law and learning the intricacies of the new state's law. If Delaware corporate law is merely mediocre, then its dominance continues; a switch is not worthwhile.
Moreover, the lawyer advising at the IPO stage will recognize that the main benefits of abandoning Delaware law will occur many years later. Recall that many of the inadequacies of Delaware law involve mergers and other changes of control. At the IPO stage, when the state of incorporation is often selected, any merger or other such transaction is many years away. By that time, the IPO-stage lawyer will probably have been replaced by a lawyer specializing in mergers or other large transactions. Because the lawyer at the IPO stage will not enjoy the later benefits of incorporating in a state other than Delaware, the lawyer has few incentives to incur the large costs of investigating these benefits and learning other states' laws.
C. Delaware is Chosen Because Investors are Familiar with It
The survey reveals that lawyers' ignorance of other laws is not the only reason lawyers advise incorporating in Delaware. They also choose Delaware because they believe that investors who might purchase the company's securities are familiar only with Delaware law: 92% of underwriters' lawyers and 83% of issuers' lawyers agreed that "Delaware is a better place than my state to incorporate for public companies because investors are more familiar with Delaware law."
Investors' ignorance of other states' laws is an additional barrier to entry for states attempting to convince companies to incorporate in their state rather than in Delaware. Our results suggest that, even if lawyers were familiar enough with other states' laws to know that another state's law was superior, lawyers might still rationally choose Delaware. Even if Delaware law is worse, lawyers will choose Delaware because of their belief that investors' ignorance of other states' laws means that the investors will pay more for stock in Delaware companies. Because investors are familiar with only Delaware law, lawyers believe that the appropriate advice to their clients is to incorporate in Delaware-regardless of whether other states' laws are superior.
Again, it is rational for investors to be familiar with only Delaware law. Because most investment opportunities are in Delaware corporations, investors rationally focus on Delaware law. Because it is rational for lawyers, who are legal experts, to learn only the laws of Delaware and their home [Vol. 2 states, it is certainly rational for investors, who are not legal experts, also to learn no other law. The same network effects that cause lawyers to focus on Delaware law make it rational for investors to do the same. With so many public companies incorporated in Delaware, it makes little sense for investors to familiarize themselves with other states' laws. This reinforces Delaware's dominance. Public companies continue to incorporate in Delaware because investors are familiar with its laws, and corporate leaders believe that investors might be willing to pay a premium for the stock of companies incorporated there.
As with the lawyers, investors' familiarity with only Delaware law can be labeled bounded rationality or rational ignorance. But the result is the same: network effects that create an additional high barrier to entry for other states into the Delaware-dominated market for incorporations. Because most companies are incorporated in Delaware, investors are most familiar with Delaware corporations. Because investors are most familiar with Delaware corporations, new businesses rationally choose to incorporate in Delaware, even if Delaware law is worse.
As we expected, lawyers will generally not be able to eliminate investors' ignorance of the laws of states other than Delaware. Just as lawyers' ignorance prevents them from helping issuers steer away from Delaware incorporation, investors will probably not be able to rely on their lawyers to correct their misperceptions about the virtues of investing in non-Delaware corporations. As we have seen, lawyers themselves know little about the corporate law of other states.
D. The Specific IPO and Venture Capitalists' Small Influence
We now explore each of the groups of questions in the survey individually, beginning with the questions about the specific IPO. As we have already mentioned, Table 1 indicates that both underwriters' lawyers and issuers' lawyers overwhelmingly recommended Delaware law for the IPO that we asked about: 71% of underwriters' lawyers and 74% of issuers' attorneys did so. Of the few IPOs where Delaware was not recommended, the issuer's lawyer recommended incorporation in the issuer's home state relatively frequently. Issuer's lawyers stated that they recommended incorporation in the issuer's home state 12% of the time, compared to 2% for underwriters' lawyers. 53 The results confirm that the issuer's lawyer often began representing the issuer long before the underwriter's lawyer became involved. Only 40% of the issuing companies had already incorporated in the state that they would 
The other party or lawyer advised incorporating in 49% 1% the issuer's home office location. When my firm began representing the issuer, the issuer was already incorporated in the state that was 81% 40% later used for the IPO. Venture capitalists with a stake in this corporation 5% 14% advised that it be incorporated in Delaware.
use for the IPO at the time that the issuer's lawyer began representing the company. In contrast, by the time the underwriter's lawyer became involved, 81% of the companies had already incorporated in the state that would be used for the IPO.
The results suggest that the lawyers involved in the IPO viewed the influence of venture capitalists on the choice of state of incorporation as low. Although most of the companies were ultimately incorporated in Delaware, only 5% of underwriters' lawyers and 14% of issuers' lawyers recall that venture capitalists recommended Delaware. However, our analysis of a larger sample of IPOs suggests that the presence of venture capitalists makes a greater difference than the lawyers suggest.
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E. General Advice Patterns and Underwriters' Counsel's Preferences
We now turn to the survey questions involving lawyers' general patterns of advice. Although we saw in Table 1 that just under three-quarters of the lawyers recommended incorporation in Delaware in the specific IPO about 140
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[Vol. 2 which we asked, even more lawyers indicated that they generally advised incorporation in Delaware. Table 2 shows that 97% of underwriters' lawyers and 83% of issuers' lawyers agreed with the following statement: "I generally advise incorporation of public corporations in Delaware regardless of the corporation's location."
The stronger pro-Delaware preference of underwriters' counsel was expected because they tend to specialize more in corporate finance and less in deal work. 55 Recall that the defects in Delaware's law were most apparent in how it governed mergers and other major deals. Thus, underwriters' lawyers, who do not specialize in such deals, were more likely to recommend Delaware law and less likely to be aware of its flaws.
These results contrast with the frequency of non-Delaware reincorporations, where Delaware's market share had declined to 56% in the 1990s, from 80% to 90% in earlier decades. 56 We suspect that this difference is explained by the types of lawyers driving the choices: Romano's work suggests that reincorporations are undertaken in anticipation of major transactions, such as mergers and acquisitions. 57 These are precisely the areas where we find that Delaware law is least attractive. Mergers and acquisitions lawyers may thus know more about the defects of Delaware law and may therefore recommend incorporation in other states more often.
Finally, almost no lawyer recommended incorporation in the lawyer's home state unless the issuing company was also located there. We discuss possible explanations for this in Part V below.
F. The Lawyers' Practices and Their Great Sophistication
As shown in Table 3 's summary of the responses to questions about the nature of the lawyers' practices, the lawyers' ignorance of, and refusal to recommend, the laws of states other than Delaware and their home states cannot be explained by the inexperience of the lawyers in our survey. Rather, they were seasoned lawyers in securities and corporate finance. As Table 3 shows, 77% of underwriters' lawyers and 55% of issuers' lawyers devoted more than half of their time to practicing securities and corporate 
G. Comparing Delaware and Other States
The survey's final section explores why lawyers overwhelmingly advise incorporating in Delaware. As shown in Table 4 , underwriters' lawyers overwhelmingly agreed with the usual reasons that are given for Delaware's primacy: investors are more familiar with Delaware law; Delaware deals well with proxies, shareholder meetings, and share transfers; Delaware law handles mergers and acquisitions well; and Delaware courts are superior for corporate disputes.
Issuers' lawyers also agreed that Delaware law is superior, although not in quite the same overwhelming numbers. Indeed, fewer than half of issuers' lawyers felt that Delaware was better than the lawyer's home state at dealing with proxies, shareholder meetings, and share transfers. The relatively more favorable view that issuers' lawyers have of their home states versus Delaware helps to explain the previous section's indication that a substantial number of issuers' lawyers recommend incorporation in the issuer's home state-as long as it is also the lawyer's home state.
A strong majority of both underwriters' lawyers and issuers' lawyers believed that Delaware law was superior for mergers and acquisitions. This is surprising considering our critique of the quality of Delaware law in this area; although Delaware law in this area may have been superior in the past, it is no longer superior. 58 These lawyers' knowledge of Delaware law in this area may be stale because they spend little or no time on mergers and acquisitions. Instead, these lawyers, who helped their companies with their IPOs, are experts on securities law and general business law. They may be unaware of troubling developments in the Delaware law of mergers and acquisitions.
The survey responses made clear that these lawyers do not recommend incorporation in Delaware to protect shareholder rights; fewer than 5% of both groups thought that Delaware law was superior because it was more solicitous of shareholder rights in litigation. Again, these responses may indicate that these lawyers are unaware of recent developments in Delaware law regarding shareholders. Our earlier paper demonstrated that several recent decisions of Delaware courts have created protections for minority shareholders that are unavailable in many other states. 59 These lawyers appear unaware of the shareholder litigation that these decisions have generated. [Vol. 2 It is no surprise that lawyers who specialize in one area of corporate law are unaware of developments in another specialized area. Just as it is rational for corporate lawyers to not devote resources to learning the laws of states other than Delaware and their home state, it is rational for securities lawyers not to devote resources to learning the latest developments in the law of mergers and acquisitions.
Finally, 98% of the respondents rejected the statement that "[a] state other than my state or Delaware is the best place to incorporate for public companies." A relatively small number of lawyers gave as their reason that they lacked confidence in other states' laws and courts; indeed, the inadequacy of the other states' laws and courts was cited by only a minority of issuers' lawyers. Instead, as we have already discussed, central reasons given for not recommending incorporation in other states were that the lawyers were unfamiliar with the other states' laws and courts and their belief that investors were unfamiliar with other states' laws and courts.
IV. FURTHER CLUES FROM DATA ON INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS
To further explore our hypothesis about the importance of lawyers in the choice of state of incorporation, we analyzed a large commercial database of detailed information on IPOs. The results confirm the important role lawyers play in the incorporation decision.
A. The Data and Theoretical Expectations
Combining data from Securities Data Corporation (SDC) 60 with data from the SEC's EDGAR web site, we created a database of all U.S. initial public offerings for the years 1990-2001. The data included the following information:
• the location of the issuing company's principal corporate office • the issuer's state of incorporation for the IPO • the location of the lawyer for the issuer • the location of the lawyers for the offering's underwriter • whether venture capital was involved in the IPO. Our dataset contained 4,218 IPOs.
We then analyzed the data to determine whether they were consistent with our hypothesis that lawyers' ignorance of the laws of states other than Delaware or their home state was important to the choice of the state of incorporation. If our hypothesis was true, then we expected to observe the following patterns:
state. As we have seen, most corporate lawyers who represent publicly traded corporations are familiar with Delaware corporate law.
B. Results
The results are strongly consistent with our hypotheses. In choosing the state of incorporation, lawyers matter. The lawyers and their locations were central to the choice of the state of incorporation. The patterns of incorporation followed our expectations closely. This was true for a wide variety of specifications.
The data show that the choice of state of incorporation was almost always between Delaware and the issuing company's home state. In 93% of the IPOs, incorporation was in either Delaware or the home state.
The choice between Delaware and the issuer's home state followed the expected patterns. Column 1 of Table 5 reports the coefficients for a probit regression that explored the impact on the choice of state of incorporation of whether the issuing company and the underwriter's lawyer were from the same state. The coefficients indicate the variables' estimated impact on the probability that the firm will incorporate in Delaware. All of the coefficients were statistically significant at the 99% confidence level. The first coefficient in Column 1 indicates that, in general, if the underwriter's lawyer and the issuing company are from the same state, then the probability that the company will incorporate in Delaware decreases substantially. Conversely, if the lawyer and company are not from the same state, then the probability of incorporation in Delaware increases. This pat-on deciding the state of incorporation. In contrast, the proportion of issuers' lawyers who were hired in time to influence the choice of incorporation state was 60%, more than three times as large as the proportion for underwriters' lawyers.
These results are robust. A broad range of other specifications yielded similar results.
CONCLUSION
Given that Delaware corporate law has declined in certainty and flexibility, Delaware's continued dominance in attracting incorporations is puzzling. The results of our survey of IPO lawyers and our analysis of a large IPO dataset offer two related solutions. First, lawyers advise incorporation in Delaware because they are ignorant of the laws of other states. Lawyers suffer from bounded rationality regarding alternatives to Delaware: they are rationally ignorant of the corporate laws of states other than Delaware and their home state. Because so many businesses are incorporated in Delaware, it is not worth learning the laws of other states. Lawyers' rational ignorance is reinforced by the focus of legal education on Delaware law.
Second, investors are most familiar with Delaware corporations because Delaware corporations are so pervasive. Investors' comfort with Delaware corporations causes businesses to fear incorporating elsewhere. If lawyers believe that investor ignorance causes Delaware corporations to fetch a higher stock price, then even lawyers who are knowledgeable about the laws of other states will continue to advise companies to incorporate in Delaware.
These limits create powerful path dependence that helps to preserve Delaware's preeminent position regardless of the relative quality of other states' laws and courts.
